Canadian Research Index - Microlog
Microform Collection

Description

The full Microlog includes research papers in physical, natural and social sciences, policy papers, important statistics and annual reports. University Libraries purchased the portion of the collection relating to Commerce and Economics, and to the province of Ontario from 1989 through 1996. Documents issued in English or French are indexed and abstracted in the language of publication, while bilingual documents are indexed and abstracted in both languages.

Location

Microlog Collection is available on microfiche at call number MicFiche Z1365 .M42. Check the library catalog for location information.

Access

Individual titles are not in the libraries' catalog.

The Microlog's Canadian Research Index, Z1365 .M4 1979-1996, provides access by subject, corporate or individual author, and series title. Microlog is indexed monthly.

Note: entries in the index for titles have identifying codes: ON for the Ontario fiche, or CO for Commerce and Economics fiche.
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